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One of the most common techniques adopted by malware
developers is Repackaging, which involves installing malicious
application on Android Platform. It involves downloading
a popular app, disassembling them, adding malicious code,
repacking the code and uploading again. The signature of this
repackaged app may be changed by malware authors to prevent
detection. Updating is another method that malware authors
use and is more difficult to detect. This involves wrapping
the inflicted code in an update component that will download
malware at run time instead of directly including it in the
application. The technique where users are attracted or tricked
to download malicious apps is very effective for malware
penetration. Unintentional downloads are the malware injected
into the system when they visit an online site that contains ma-
licious content. In another technique, the encrypted malicious
content within the apk files are decrypted after the installation
of the app on the users device. Some malwares download the
malware from remote servers instead of enclosing payload as
resource dynamically and such malwares cannot be discovered
by static analysis approach.

III. ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION

The following section intends to discuss the various ap-
proaches that have been used to detect android malwares.

A. Static Approach

Static approach involves disassembling and analyzing the
source code to check functionalities and the presence of
malware without running the code.

1) Signature based detection: Signature based methods
primarily focuses on categorizing a code as malware based
on the signatures by comparing it with existing malware
family signatures. It is highly efficient but fails to detect the
unknown malwares due to limited size of signature database.
Two examples are

• AndroSimilar [2] uses a syntactic foot-printing mech-
anism that identifies regions of similarity by statisti-
cal methods using known malwares to discover the
unknown variants of existing malwares. It classifies
an app as malware or benign based on variable length
signatures which are further compared with signatures
in the AndroSimilar database. The paper reports an
accuracy of 60%.

• DroidAnalytics [3] extracts and analyzes the apps at
op-code level. First a signature is generated at the
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I. INTRODUCTION

Android platform offers a range of capabilities at very low
cost and evolved to be the most preferred operating system
for smart phones. Android being open source increases the
risk and raises serious issues related to malicious applications.
Also the increase in the number of applications in Android
market makes it an easy target for malware authors.
Having an accurate and deep understanding of the working
of malwares is crucial to develop preventive measures. The
primary signs shown by devices when it is infected with
malware are slow performance, drop in battery percentage and
unusual app behavior.
Malwares come in different forms like Trojans, Back-doors,
Worms, Botnets, Spywares, Ransomwares and Riskwares. Var-
ious approaches have to be devised to fight t hem b ased on
their nature. The two main approaches are static analysis
and dynamic analysis. The malware detection applications use
these techniques in their working to alert the users if the
application shows malicious behavior.
In this paper we propose to discuss the malware penetration
techniques, and android malware detection techniques along
with their advantages and limitations. This paper is structured
as follows: In section II, we discuss various android malware
penetration techniques. In section III, various android malware
detection approaches are analyzed in depth followed by a
tabulation of results.

II. ANDROID PENETRATION TECHNIQUES

Malware applications use the following penetration tech-
niques for infecting the device. Repackaging, Updating and
Downloading.[1]
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method level. Later, signatures of methods, application
signatures along with traces from API calls are used
to generate signatures at the class level which is used
for further analysis. Out of the 150,368 Android ap-
plications that were collected, 2,494 malware samples
from 102 families were determined. Among those,
there were 342 zero-day malware samples from six
different malware families.

2) Permission based detection: This is a quicker method
analyzing only the manifest file. Due to the minor differences
in permissions requested by malicious and benign apps, it
requires a second pass to increase the efficiency of malware
detection.

• Stowaway [4] Compiled Android apps are tested for
over-privilege using this tool. It determines the API
calls made by the app and identifies the permissions
needed for each API call using a permission map.
Stowaway was applied to a set of 940 applications and
it was found that about 33% were over-privileged. The
cause this developer error may be because of lack of
reliable permission information.

• R.Sato in [5] proposed a light weight malware detec-
tion technique which analyzes only the manifest.xml
file. It extracts specific information described in the
manifest file, compares the extracted information with
the keyword lists and then computes the malignancy
score to judge the sample as malware or not. An
accuracy of 90% was reported by authors.

• C.Y.Haung proposed a technique for classifying label-
ing into three [6]. Site based labeling identifies apps
as benign if it is downloaded from official Google
market. Scanner based labeling depends on the anti-
virus scanner. Mixed labeling is carried out on both
scanner based and site based labels. Machine learning
algorithms are used to further analyze permissions.
The author claimed that the method effectively detects
around 81% of the malware samples.

• PUMA [7], studies the permissions extracted from the
application and uses machine learning approaches to
detect malicious applications. Accuracy rates higher
than 80% were achieved according to authors. A 50-
tree Random Forest classifier was observed to give the
best results in terms of accuracy.

• Tang, Wei [8] proposed a Security Distance Model
which uses the idea that it requires more than one per-
mission to challenge the security of Android devices.
Authors classified the combinations of permissions
into four categories , namely Safe, Normal, Dangerous
and Severe Security Distance.The idea was to create
an awareness among users about the dangers of giving
permissions blindly.

• Enck developed KIRIN [9], a light weight tool that
provides certification at installation time. An app is
categorised as malware only when it is unable to pass
all of its security tests. These tests are a comparison
of the security rules and the permissions requested by
the app. 10 apps were found to request for dangerous

permissions out of the 311 apps tested spanning 16
categories.

• DroidMat [10] works by extracting information from
the androidmanifest.xml file. It further analyses the
app using permissions and API call tracing mecha-
nism. To improve the working of the classifier, K-
means classifier is used along with K-nearest neigh-
bours algorithm.

3) Dalvik Bytecode detection: Bytecode analysis is used
to differentiate malicious apps from benign by carrying out
a study on their behaviour and obtaining information from
control and data flow graphs. This method has a disadvantage
of requiring more power and storage space.

• Jinyung Kim developed SCANDAL [11]. It identifies
an app as malicious based on the leakage of private
information from the information source to remote
server. It is a static analyzer and does not support data
leakage due to reflections.

• Karlsen [12] produced the first ever formalized version
of Dalvik Bytecode including java reflective features.
This approach provided an easy way to perform con-
trol data flow analysis and to identify malware. It
also tracks the sensitive API calls performed during
execution.

• Zhou [13] implemented DroidMOSS which is a sys-
tem that can measure the similarity of apps. Fuzzy
Hashing is used to detect changes made in the app by
repackaging. The significant limitation of this tool is
the limited size of the malware database.

• DroidAPIMiner [14]: DroidRanger combines permis-
sion based behavioral footprint and a filtering scheme
depending on heuristics to detect the presence of
malware. API level information is used to differentiate
between malicious and benign apps. Through different
analysis steps, critical APIs which occur in malicious
apps at a higher frequency are identified. This tool
has the following limitations: Malware authors can use
reflections to obfuscate dangerous API calls. It might
give a poor result if malware authors include more
benign API calls into their application. 99% accuracy
with a false positive rates of 2.2% was reported.

• Fuchs presented Scandroid [15] which allows incre-
mental checking of apps during the installation time.
Security specifications are extracted from the android
manifest xml files, and it is checked whether the
data flowing through these apps are uniform with the
specifications.

• Chin presented ComDroid [16] that detects applica-
tion communication vulnerabilities. The intent control
across flow functions are tracked. It fails to differ-
entiate between if and switch statements but passes
through all branches. The location of the potential vul-
nerability, the type, and whether data leakage/injection
could be involved is supplied by ComDroid.

4) Static Analysis of Executables for Collaborative Mal-
ware Detection on Android [17]: This method is based on
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a lightweight and static method to detect malwares on an-
droid systems. This tool consumes less resources making it
fit for mobile users. The approach involves a function call
analysis, data extraction, training set creation and classification
of executables using classifiers like PART, prism and nearest
neighbor classifier.

5) DREBIN [18]: Its a light weighted method which allows
to identify malicious apps on a smartphone and does a broad
static analysis. The features which are enclosed in a joint
vector space allowing the ordinary patterns that indicates the
malware to be identified automatically and are also used for
explaining the decisions. DREBIN tracks down 94% of the
malicious cases with a few false alarms outperforming the
other approach of malware detection. This method is suitable
for analyzing downloaded applications as the checking time is
only about 10s. In order to alleviate the absence of dynamic
analysis, it provided features that enabled us to spot the
execution of hidden code. The quality of results produced by
DREBIN relies on the accessibility of malicious and benign
apps. Use of machine learning brings in the prospect of
poisoning and mimicry attacks like renaming of activities and
components during the learning stage.

B. Dynamic Approach

1) Anomaly based detection: It can detect unknown mal-
wares and their variants in run time. It gives wrong result if a
benign app displays similar behavior as that of the malicious
app.

• CrowDroid by Iker [19] uses dynamic analysis of app
behavior to detect malwares. The detector is embedded
in a overall framework used for collecting traces from
a large number of real users based on crowd-sourcing.
This data is then clustered using 2-means clustering
algorithm and results are saved at the server.

• Andromly by Shabtai [20] It uses machine learning
algorithms to continuously monitor device state to
differentiate between benign and malicious apps.

• Zhao proposed AntiMalDroid [21] it monitors the
behavior of apps and classsifes apps as benign or
malicious. Signatures of the apps are generated from
the behavior characteristics obtained from the learning
module. It saves the signatures in a database on which
a comparison is done with the already present benign
and malware application signatures. It is useful in
detecting unknown malwares and its variants but is
time consuming but it also provides a very high
detection rate.

2) Taint Analysis: provided an efficient tracking of sensi-
tive information but is not suited for real time analysis as it
reduced performance to almost 20 times slower.

• Enck proposed TaintDroid [22]. Androids virtualized
execution environment is leveraged to provide a real
time analysis in this tool. It simultaneously tracks
multiple sources of sensitive data and identifies the
data leakage. Data from privacy sensitive sources are
automatically labeled (tainted) and labels are transi-
tively applied as sensitive data moves through inter-
process messages, program variables and files. It does

real time analysis but cannot perform control flow
tracking.

3) Emulation based Detection: It can detect privilege es-
calation attacks on the kernel but it consumes more resources.

• DroidScope by Yan [23] In this method both the
Java-level and OS level semantics are reconstructed
seamlessly and simultaneously. This tool also exports
the 3-tiered APIs which mirror the 3 levels of an
android device, that is, the hardware, the operating
system and the Dalvik Virtual Machine which enables
in facilitating custom analysis. The whole operating
system facilitates this process by allowing the moni-
toring and by staying out of the execution environment
and moreover, privilege based attacks can also be
detected. This approach also has a drawback of having
very limited code coverage.

C. Other Approaches

1) Apposcopy [24]: A high-level language to specify sig-
natures which discuss semantic properties of malware families
and a static analyser to check if an application matches a mal-
ware signature is composed. It combines taint analysis, static
analysis and Inter-Component Call Graph which effectively
detects Android apps which have certain control as well as data
flow properties. The two popular techniques are taint analyzers
or signature based detectors. It shows resistance to low level
code transformation.

2) CASSANDRA [25]: (Context-aware Adaptive and Scal-
able ANDroid mAlware detector): It makes it possible to
capture the security-sensitive behaviors and their context in-
formation from dependency graphs. cannot detect all types of
malicious behaviors but it is adaptive to evolving malwares,
it uses concepts of static analysis and does not use dynamic
inspection.Certain attacks like attacks based on reflection and
byte-code encryption could go undetected. The accuracy of
the tool can get reduced,if benign CADG sub-graph features
or fake invariants are added into malicious apps.

3) DroidDetector by Z.Hyuan [26]: It is an android mal-
ware detection engine based on deep learning. These tech-
niques were applied on about 192 features that were obtained
from dynamic and static app analysis to differentiate between
benign and malware appslications. The authors arrived at a
conclusion that deep learning was a good method in charac-
terizing malwares based on the inferences made on a large
number of applications. This tool also claims to achieve a
96.76% detection accuracy which is much greater than the
accuracy rates that were obtained from traditional machine
learning techniques.

4) Blaising: proposed Android Application Sandbox [27]
which carry out both static and dynamic analysis to identify
apprehensive apps. The static approach is carried out on the
extracted .dex file and the dynamic analysis is carried out on
an android emulator which is normally used for the purpose
of debugging. It further uses an AASandbox technique. Due
to the use of AASandbox it adds entropy to the dataset. The
limitation of this tool is that it is not able to find new malware
types.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper the various kinds of malwares, their pen-
etration techniques and various approaches used to detect
malware are discussed. It is observed that detection of ma-
licious contents using static approach is less efficient when
compared to dynamic approach which keeps monitoring the
apps remotely or otherwise. But in general most of these
approaches fail to detect the parts of the malicious code that is
not executed. So it is better to combine the best features in both
the approaches and to develop a hybrid method which provides
much better performance even though it is expensive because
of the limited resources. It has been noted that most of these
detection techniques fail or don’t perform really well when a
zero-day attack has been launched. It has been observed that
static approaches are generally faster, provide higher accuracy
rates and is effective against existing malware attacks whereas
dynamic approaches perform well and can detect malware
variants and uses a real time analysis. We can conclude that
no single approach is enough to make a system secure.
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